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Proteína no Equilíbrio

where Ub represents the bonding potential

Ub!!
i!2

N

b" !ri"ri"1!#2, "4#

we set b!9 in this study. The interaction between non-
bonded beads is represented by the Lennard-Jones like po-
tential

ULJ"r #!$ i , j" # %

r $ 12"# %

r $ 6% , "5#

where % is the LJ collision diameter and $ i , j represents the
interaction strength. N is the number of beads, ri is the po-
sition of bead i, and ri j!!ri"rj!. The stiffness is introduced
through the bending potential Us

Us!S "cos &"1 #2, "6#

where N is the number of the beads in the chain b!% , and
the chain stiffness S!1. Note that the stiffness potential de-
pends on the angle formed by three subsequent residues in
sequence. However, in the present model we have not uti-
lized the realistic values for the bond angles of the amino
acids. This is because our goal is to study the spontaneous
development of the native state from the initial unfolded
state through hydrophobic collapse by a minimalist model.
Such a model has been successfully used by Noguchi and
Yoshikawa50 to study the polymer collapse and variation in
structural morphology. Nevertheless, the off-lattice simula-
tions incorporating the realistic bond angles and including
the dihedral terms reveal more information as already shown
by Clementi et al.42 and Clementi and Onuchic43 and also by
Levitt.40,41

The time evaluation of the model protein is done accord-
ing to the following equation of motion.51

rj" t#'t #!rj" t ##F j" t #'t#'XG" t #, "7#

where rj(t) is the position of j th bead at time t and the
systematic force on j is denoted by F j(t). The random
Brownian displacement "BD# 'XG(t) is taken from a Gauss-
ian distribution with zero mean and 2't variance. The nor-
malized random numbers are generated by the reshuffling

FIG. 4. "Color# Energies of various fi-
nal energy configurations for the
model HP-36 protein obtained from
BD simulations is shown. Configura-
tions correspond to the energy values
"a#, "b#, "c# and "d#. The hydrophilic
bead within the hydrophobic core is
highlighted by the yellow circles in
structures "c# and "d#.

FIG. 5. "Color# Energy landscape "the funnel# for the model HP-36 protein
obtained from BD simulations is shown. The distance from the native state
Q in terms of topological contacts is indicated for different energy states.
Configurations corresponding to various energy states "given in parentheses#
"unfolded, transition, and native state# are also shown. The X axis denotes
the number of configurations at energy E.
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of different kinds of beads. Each bead in the sequence rep-
resents the corresponding amino acid in the protein se-
quence. There are 36 beads in the chain, since the number of
residues in the original protein sequence !MLSDEDFKAV
FGMTRSAFAN LPLWKQQNLK KEKGLF" are 36. All the
beads are assumed to be of the same mass and size.

One of the major driving forces of protein folding in
aqueous media is the hydrophobic/hydrophilic nature of
amino acids. This can be best represented by the hydropathy
scale.48,49 Depending on the hydropathy values we have cat-
egorized all the amino acids present in the HP-36 sequence
into three classes; !i" hydrophobic, !ii" weakly hydrophilic,
and !iii" strongly hydrophilic. In Table I the classification of
amino acids is presented. The classification is done accord-
ing to the following criterion. If the hydropathy value is posi-
tive, the amino acid is hydrophobic. On the other hand,
among the hydrophilic amino acids !hydropathy value is
negative" if the hydropathy value is smaller than !2.5, it is
strongly hydrophilic, otherwise weakly hydrophilic. In Fig.
2!a" a schematic representation of the the hydrophobic scale
is presented. Figure 2!b" shows a pictorial representation of
the color code of the hydropathy values of both the original
sequence and the simplified sequence due to the present cat-
egorization.

As mentioned above, the interaction between the amino
acids and the polar water molecules plays a key role in pro-
tein folding. In the present study, the interaction strength has
been implicitly incorporated within the interaction parameter
# i j !to be described in Sec. III". Due to the above mentioned
classification a total of six different kinds of interactions are
possible. The following is a list of the interaction strength
parameter values for all six different interactions: !i"
hydrophobic–hydrophobic"2#; !ii" strongly hydrophilic–
strongly hydrophilic"0.3#; !iii" weakly hydrophilic–weakly
hydrophilic"0.3#; !iv" strongly hydrophilic–hydrophobic
"0.8#; !v" weakly hydrophilic–hydrophobic"#; and !vi"
strongly hydrophilic–weakly hydrophilic"0.3# .

III. SIMULATION DETAILS

As mentioned above, the HP-36 protein is modeled as a
necklace of three different kinds of beads; the beads interact
via a site–site Lennard-Jones !LJ" potential. Neighboring
beads are connected via harmonic springs. Each bead repre-
sents an amino acid in the actual protein sequence. The total
potential energy of the chain can be written as

U"Ub#ULJ#Us , !3"

FIG. 3. !Color" Snapshots of various conformations of model HP-36 as
observed in Brownian dynamics simulations. The configuration in the cen-
tral box corresponds to the initial configuration, while the rest of the con-
figurations represent the different minimum energy configurations. Note the
formation of hydrophobic core in all the final configurations.

FIG. 2. !Color" Schematic representa-
tion of modeling of the HP-36 protein
!shown in Fig. 1" by using the hydr-
opathy values. !a" A schematic repre-
sentation of the the hydropathy scale.
The hydrophilic nature decreases from
blue to red. !b" A pictorial representa-
tion of the color code of the hydropa-
thy values of both the original se-
quence and the simplified sequence
used in the present study.
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Foldability and the funnel of HP-36 protein sequence:
Use of hydropathy scale in protein folding

Goundla Srinivas and Biman Bagchia)
Solid State and Structural Chemistry Unit, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore 560 012, India
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Brownian dynamics simulation study of the folding of a model thermostable chicken villin head
piece subdomain, a 36-residue protein !HP-36", is carried out using the hydropathy scale of amino
acids. The diverse interactions among the amino acid residues are categorized into three classes by
introducing a simplified hydrophobic scale. The simulations incorporate all the six different inter-
and intraamino acid interactions. The model protein reproduces some of the qualitative features of
the complex protein folding, including the funnel-like energy landscape. Although there are several
states near the minimum of the folding funnel, we could identify a stable native configuration. In
addition, the study reveals a correlation between the contact order, topology, and the stability.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics. #DOI: 10.1063/1.1467341$

I. INTRODUCTION

The study of protein folding has been a subject of great
importance over the past several decades.1–20 Protein folding
is a complex problem. This is not only due to the frustration
that results from the diverse interactions among the consti-
tuting amino acids but also to the fact that the folded native
configuration depends both on sequence and the amino acid
content. Numerous theoretical studies have suggested that
the size, stability, and the topology of a protein influence the
folding rate and mechanisms.2,7 The recently emerging con-
cept in this field is the free energy landscape guided
folding.21

Many of the theoretical studies have been directed to
single domain small proteins.2,18 For example, the early sta-
tistical mechanical theories by Dill and co-workers19 and by
Bryngelson and Wolynes2 were based on the idea of het-
eropolymer collapse and reordering among hydrophobic and
hydrophilic residues. They provide a two order parameter
model for protein folding, namely %, the generalized packing
fraction and &, the fraction of amino acid residues in the
native state. This model predicts a first order transition from
globule to coil when a protein molecule is denatured by tem-
perature variation. In terms of % and & the free energy func-
tion for the collapse transition can be obtained as2

F
NT !"

1#&2

T %#& log &#!1"&"log
!1"&"

N #1

#! 1%"1 " log!1"%"#
3
2 N

"4/3%"2/3#
2
3N log% . !1"

The theories of Dill and of Bryngelson and Wolynes could
capture some of the essence of the protein folding problem.

These initial theories were followed by a series of stud-
ies, which vastly improved our understanding of protein
folding.3–5,11–14,21–24 For example Zwanzig et al.4 showed

that a small energy bias !on the order of a few kBT" against
the locally unfavorable configurations can reduce the
Levinthal’s time to a biologically significant size. Later
Zwanzig5 presented a simple model of protein folding kinet-
ics based on the ‘‘correctness’’ of the folded structure and
found that the folding time has a maximum near the folding
transition temperature and a minimum at a lower tempera-
ture. More recently Wolynes and co-workers25,26 have pre-
sented a detailed microscopic theory of protein folding rates.
By studying the effect of chain stiffness on the fine structure
of the free energy profile, they found that increasing persis-
tence length of the chain tends to smooth the free energy
profile. By neglecting the non-native contacts and trapping
effects, they could obtain the reaction coordinates and fold-
ing rate prefactors for specific proteins with known native
structure.

On the other hand, from the numerical and analytical
studies of various models Wolynes,11 Onuchic,21 and
others27–31 introduced and elaborated on the concept of en-
ergy landscape. According to this latter development, the
folding kinetics is determined by an energy landscape and
for foldable proteins this resemble a funnel with a free en-
ergy gradient toward the native structure. The introduction of
the concept of the folding funnel provided a much needed
breakthrough in understanding the pathways of protein
folding.

Progress has also been made over the past few years in
linking the experimental and theoretical approaches to pro-
tein folding.7,22–24,31–33 The main outcome of these studies is
that the topology is a very significant determinant of protein
folding rates. A newly emerging concept in protein folding is
contact order parameter; average sequence separation be-
tween the contacting residues. Baker and co-workers22 ob-
served a correlation between the folding rate and the contact
order. Later studies found an improved correlation between
the folding rate and the relative contact order; the average
sequence distance between all pairs of contacting residues
normalized by the total sequence length

a"Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail:
bbagchi@sscu.iisc.ernet.in
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Primeira Lei
!

• Uma quantidade de energia pode ser 
distribuído de várias formas.	


• A primeira lei da termodinâmica relaciona 
calor, trabalho e energia interna.	


• Vimos que uma quantidade de energia pode 
ser transportada. 	


• Energia não pode ser criada ou destruída, só 
muda de forma.



O que falta na primeira lei

�U = 0



O que falta na primeira lei

�U = 0

something has been lost, something has changed – and the change is
irreversible. The First Law, useful as it is, does not provide even the
slightest clue about what that something is. Nor does it answer any of
the following important questions: In which direction will a reac-
tion proceed spontaneously? Is there a limit to how much work can
be obtained from a reaction? If so, what is it? Why do highly purified
enzymes degrade even when stored in the cold?

To be able to domore than just wave hands in positing answers to
these queries, we must turn from the First to the Second Law of
Thermodynamics. Like the First Law, the Second is an empirical result
and a window on the relationship of heat to work. In still qualitative
terms, the Second Law provides a way of describing the conversion of
heat into work. It gives a precise definition of a thermodynamic state
function called the entropy, and the sign of this function (plus or
minus, not Leo or Libra!) tells us whether a process will occur spon-
taneously or not. This is something that no1U or w or q alone can do.
Ice changes spontaneously into liquidwater at 1 !C and 1 atm, despite
the increase in translational motion (K.E.) of the molecules.

Fig. 3.1 Distribution of substance A before and after mixing. Panel (A) shows the

situation before mixing, panel (B) when mixing is complete. Let substance A be perfume

molecules on a heavily scented person who enters a small room, say, an elevator (lift). The

molecules are initially very close together; the concentration of perfume is high. In such a

high dose, it might be hard to distinguish perfume from insect repellent! Visual inspection of

the wearer might not help much. After a while, maybe by the time you’ve reached the 57th

storey, the perfume molecules are spread approximately randomly throughout the

accessible space; the perfume is much more diffuse than at first; the concentration is

uniform. This process is irreversible! The driving force for change is a movement of the

system toward the most probable distribution of perfume molecules. Entropy, the key

thermodynamic function of this chapter, measures the change in distribution. Further drops

of understanding can be squeezed out of this figure. Imagine that the dots correspond not to

molecules but to heat energy. Let the region where all the heat is collected in panel (A) be

one object, and let the rest of the area be another object. The small object is hot, the big one

is cold. Panel (B) shows the situation some time later, when the two objects have reached

thermal equilibrium. (For example, 500 mL cans of Guinness Draught say that the contents

should be chilled at 4 !C for 3 h, giving the gas plenty of time to dissolve in the liquid. The

head is not quite so creamy on less cooling.) The heat energy has been redistributed

throughout the matter, and both objects are at the same temperature. The driving force for

change is a movement of the system toward the most probable distribution of heat energy.

The comparison of perfume and heat suggests something exceptionally similar about matter

and energy. Indeed, this relationship lies at the heart of E¼mc2.
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O que falta na primeira lei
• Se fazemos atrito em uma superfície, 
convertemos trabalho em calor a uma dada 
temperatura.	


• Esse processo é reversível?	

• É possível re-converter esse calor em 
trabalho nessa mesma temperatura? 	


• A segunda lei da termodinâmica afirma que 
não! ... seria ótimo se fosse possível.	


• Se aplicássemos apenas a conservação de 
energia, seria sim.



O que falta na primeira lei

• Carnot assumiu que é impossível extrair 
energia do calor de uma única temperatura.	


• Calor não pode ser retirado a uma dada 
temperatura e convertido em trabalho sem 
haver nenhuma outra mudança nas vizinhanças. 



Segunda Lei

!

• (Forma 1) Não existe um equipamento em 
que o único resultado é a conversão de calor 
em trabalho em a uma única temperatura.	


• (Forma 2) Calor não pode naturalmente fluir 
de um ambiente frio para um ambiente quente.  

Quent Frio
Q

Processo Irreversível



Ciclo de Carnot

Q1 �Q2 > 0



Ciclo de Carnot

Q1 �Q2 > 0

W =

✓
1� T2

T1

◆
Q1

O trabalho máximo:

O trabalho é: 
W = Q1 �Q2

Q1 �Q2 =

✓
1� T2

T1

◆
Q1

1� Q2

Q1
=

✓
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◆

Q2

Q1
=

T2
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Igualando as duas



Ciclo de Carnot

Q1 �Q2 <

✓
1� T2

T1

◆
Q1

1� Q2

Q1
<

✓
1� T2

T1

◆

�Q2

Q1
< �T2

T1

Q1

T1
� Q2

T2
< 0

Para uma maquina não ideal
Si =

Qi

Ti

S1 � S2 < 0

Ou seja



Ciclo de Carnot

Um verdadeiro motor (à esquerda) em comparação com o ciclo de Carnot 
(direita). A entropia de um material verdadeiro muda significativamente com a 
temperatura. Esta variação é indicada pela curva num diagrama T-S. Para esta 
figura, a curva indica um equilíbrio líquido-vapor (Ver ciclo de Rankine). 
Sistemas irreversiveis e as perdas de calor (por exemplo, devido ao atrito) evitam 
que o sistema ideal ocorra a cada passo.



Ciclo de Carnot
Para um processo reversível

I
�Q

T
= 0

Ou seja, a integral abaixo é 
independente de caminho

Z

L

�Q

T

dS =
�Q

T

S é uma função de 
estado chamado de 

Entropia

Entropia é um índice da 
tendência de um sistema 

fazer uma mudança 
expontânea



Entropia
• É um estado termodinâmico 	

• É uma medida do estado de diferenciação, ou 
distribuição de energia de um sistema

Racionaliza, porque um soluto difunde de um meio 
mais concentrado para um menos concentrado	


Porque o calor sempre flui do quente para o frio ...

can be gained by shrinking in size by several orders of magnitude
and examining the mechanics of our rubber band machine. Rubber
consists of long, chainlike molecules (Fig. 3.3). Stretching makes
them align and become more orderly, decreasing the number of
different spatial arrangements. Like forcing all the gas molecules
back into one bulb, stretching a rubber band requires work to be
done on the system, so w>0. Your fingers, hands and arms together
do the stretching; the energy comes from the cleavage of chemical
bonds in your muscles. The contracting muscle is then used to
stretch the rubber beyond its relaxed, equilibrium position, and
there is a change in mechanical energy.

Box 3.1. The celebrated jumping insect of Cantabrigiensis

Insecta is the largest class of the phylum Arthropoda, which is itself the largest of

the various phyla of the kingdom Animalia. Of all the animal species so far

described by science, five of every six are insects. Beasts like bedbugs, beetles, and

butterflies are a few of the more familiar members of the class. About 106

different insect species are known in total, and it is estimated that about as many

more have yet to be described. Insects are poikilotherms: body temperature

follows that of the surrounding environment within the range of tolerance for a

species. Most of our knowledge of genetics has come not from humans but from

experimental studies on the insect Drosophila melanogaster, one of about 103

different species of vinegar fly (more commonly but also misleadingly called fruit

flies). Insects have jointed legs, and a segmented body covered by a hard

exoskeleton (external skeleton) which is composed in part of the protein chitin.

The exoskeleton serves as the point of attachment for muscles, which consist

Fig. 3.3 Schematic diagram of a rubber band in the unstretched (equilibrium) state (left)

and stretched state (right). In the unstretched state, the molecules are highly disordered.

When the band is stretched, the molecules form a relatively orderly array. The entropy of

the molecules is lower in the stretched state than in the unstretched state.

Fig. 3.2 Irreversible expansion of a

gas. In panel (A), when the stopcock

is closed, the gas is concentrated and

confined to the left bulb. The right

bulb is evacuated. When the

stopcock is opened, as shown in

panel (B), the gas flows rapidly from

the bulb on the left to the bulb on

the right. After a sufficiently long

time, the condition known as

equilibrium is reached; the

concentration of gas is the same in

both bulbs and the net flow of

molecules between the bulbs is zero.

This is just a more idealized view of

the heavily scented person we met in

the elevator.

ENTROPY 63
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Entropia

change of the system and the surroundings have been measured.
These conditions are not easily met. As we have seen, qp¼ T1S only if
a reaction is reversible. The decomposition of an organism into its
various molecular components is irreversible! Also, we must con-
sider how one might go about measuring the entropy change of the
surroundings. There is nothing to say such measurements are
impossible as a matter of principle, but in many cases they cannot be
made in practice! The next chapter will show us a way of cir-
cumventing this obstacle, enabling us to determine whether the
change in a system has occurred spontaneously. We’ll do that by
employing a less general but in many respects more useful index of
reaction spontaneity, the Gibbs free energy.

E. Isothermal systems

Now we wish to look a little more closely at the specialized situation
of constant temperature. Isothermal conditions are of great impor-
tance to the biochemist, because the temperature of a living
organism is more or less uniform throughout its body, and it is
practical for bench-top experiments to be done at constant tem-
perature. In making a biochemical measurement, say of enzyme
activity, one would not want to have to report that the temperature
at which the reaction took place fluctuated over a range of a dozen
degrees during the experiment.

Human beings and many other organisms can tolerate a change
in body temperature of no more than a few degrees. We have ter-
ribly sophisticated negative feedback systems for thermoregulation
and a circulatory system for distributing heat energy; when these
systems are functioning normally they keep the entire body at about
the same temperature. Now, consider a cell deep within your body
to be a thermodynamic system. And suppose this cell undergoes a
reversible change at constant pressure that transfers heat q to the
surrounding cells of the tissue. Then

1Ssurroundings ¼ "q=T; ð3:18Þ

Table 3.1. Comparison of the “orderliness” of different types
of energy

Form of energy Entropy per unit energy

Nuclear reactions 10"6

Internal heat of stars 10"3

Sunlight 1
Chemical reactions 1–10
Terrestrial waste heat 10–100

Note how the entropy of a given amount of energy increases as it is transformed from a
nuclear reaction to the heat given off by biological organisms on the surface of Earth.

70 THE SECOND LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS

Above we found that wrev!wirrev, which means that both sides of
Eqn. (3.15) must be positive. This implies that

qrev ! qirrev: ð3:16Þ

And so we have answered the question we set ourselves. What does
Eqn. (3.16) mean? In an endothermic process, the heat extracted
from the surroundings will be greatest when the process is rever-
sible. In an exothermic process, the heat released to the surround-
ings will be smallest when the process is reversible. So, living
organisms would release the smallest possible amount of energy as
heat if the processes going on inside them were reversible. And we
do release a lot of heat to the surroundings. But many of the pro-
cesses going on inside you are irreversible! To keep from cooling
down to the temperature of the surroundings, we must consume
energy. And it comes from food.

D. Entropy of the universe

As we have seen, the total entropy of an isolated system increases
in the course of a spontaneous change. Put another way, the Second
Law says that no natural process can occur unless it is accompanied
by an increase in the entropy of the universe (Fig. 3.4 and Table 3.1).
The upshot is that every process that occurs in nature is ultimately
irreversible and unidirectional, the direction being dictated by
the requirement of an overall increase in entropy. This can be sym-
bolized in a compact mathematical form as 1Stotal¼1Shotþ
1Scold>0. Rewriting this in a more general way, we have

1Ssystem þ1Ssurroundings ¼ 1Suniverse > 0: ð3:17Þ

In order for a physical change to occur spontaneously, the entropy of
the universe must increase. Leafing back to a preceding page of this
chapter, we see that 1S in Eqn. (3.1) is we see that 1Suniverse, and in
the previous two sections the entire universe consisted of just a heat
source and a heat sink, one being the system and the other being the
surroundings.

It is important to realize that Eqn. (3.17) does not say that entro-
pically “unfavorable” reactions (ones for which the entropy change
is negative) cannot occur. Such reactions can and do occur, albeit not
spontaneously. When an entropically unfavorable process is made to
occur, the overall change in the entropy of the universe will be greater
than zero, by the Second Law of Thermodynamics. Will this be true
for a rather complicated and organized thing like an amoeba, an ant,
or an aardvark? Yes! And what if we want to measure the entropy
production of an organism? Can we do that and decide whether the
change occurred spontaneously? No! Because the sign of 1S for a
system indicates whether a reaction will proceed spontaneously only
if the system is isolated from its surroundings or both the entropy

Fig. 3.4 The Second Law of

Thermodynamics. No process will

occur spontaneously unless it

is accompanied by an increase in the

entropy of the universe. This applies to

an isolated system, a closed system,

and an open system.

ENTROPY OF THE UNIVERSE 69



Sistemas Isotérmicos
Suponha que uma célula realize uma transformação 

reversível a pressão constante e libere um calor q para o 
ambiente em torno

Como as temperaturas são praticamente as mesmas 
(célula e vizinhança)

�T ⇡ 0

O trabalho pV é praticamente desprezível e 

where Tsurroundings is so close to Tsystem that both temperatures are T.
Because1T!0, the pV-work that canbe done from theheat transfer is
practically negligible, and q¼1H. Substituting into Eqns. (3.17) and
(3.18) gives

1Ssystem #1H=T > 0; ð3:19Þ

which, after rearrangement, can be written as

1H# T1Ssystem<0: ð3:20Þ

The quantity H# TS is a thermodynamic state function called the
Gibbs free energy. 1H measures the heat exchanged at constant
pressure, as discussed in Chapter 2, and T1S can be thought of
“isothermallyunavailable” energy, as transfer of this energyoutof the
systemwould result in a temperature decrease, and we have said that
the temperature is constant. The Gibbs energy enables prediction of
thedirectionof spontaneous changeof a systemunder the constraints
of constant temperature and constant pressure.

We can approach the idea of a portion of heat released by a
reaction being unavailable for work from another direction. First,
let’s see if we can convince ourselves (again) that some of the avail-
able energy cannot be used to do work. Suppose we have a system
which undergoes a process that results in a decrease in the entropy of
the system, for example, liquid water allowed to come to equilibrium
in the solid state at #1 &C. If all the heat released by this process,
which is about 6 kcal mol#1, were exported to the surroundings as
work, there would be no increase in the entropy of the surroundings,
and the overall entropy for the process would be negative. But this
contradicts Eqn. (3.17), the requirement of the Second Law that any
real process will result in an increase in the entropy of the universe.
So, at least some of the heat generated by the process must be
unavailable to do work. But how much?

We can find the answer by continuingwith a qualitative treatment.
Let’s suppose that the reaction reduces the entropy of the system by
some amount, 1S. In order for the reaction to be spontaneous, the
entropy of the surroundings must increase by at least as much. By
Eqn. (3.6), this is qwaste/T. Solving for the heat supplied, qwaste¼ T1S,
where 1S is the decrease in the entropy of the system (qwaste is nega-
tive). This is the energy that is not available to do work. The energy
that is available to do work is the difference between the total energy
and the energy that is not available to do work. And this energy is the
Gibbs free energy. Note the resemblance of this qualitative example
to Eqn. (3.20). The Gibbs free energy is so important to the biological
sciences that the next two chapters will be devoted to it.

Above we combined the First and Second Laws to arrive at the
Gibbs free energy. Now we wish to combine these laws again, but
in a somewhat different way. The result will be different, and it
will provide new insight into the expansion of a gas into vacuum
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Ou

Variação da 
energia de Gibbs

�Svizinhanca = �Q

T

Q = �H



Estruturas Minimizadoras de Energia Livre

Energia Livre = Energia - Temperatura x Entropia

Onde Entropia é uma medição do número de formas 
distintas um sistema pode ser rearranjado	


Entropia é uma medida da degenerescência microscópica 
de um estado macroscópico 

S = kB lnW W ! Número de microestados compat́ıveis

com um dado macroestado



Entropia

S = kB lnW (Np;N) Np ! Número de proteinas de ligação

N ! Número de sitios



Entropia

ln(n!) = n ln(n)� n+O(ln(n))

⇡ n ln(n)� n (para n grande)

Aproximação de Stirling

S = kB ln
N !

Np!(N �Np)!

W (Np;N) =
N !

Np!(N �Np)!

W (Np;N) =
N(N � 1)(N � 2) . . . (N �Np + 1)

Np(Np � 1) . . . 1

S = �kBN [c ln c+ (1� c) ln(1� c)] , com c = Np/N


